KEYED NOTES INDICATED BY ①:
1. NOTE TO MECHANICAL AND STRUCTURAL DETAIL SHEET FOR PIPING AND ARCHITECTURAL DETAILS. PROVIDE INFORMATION OF ALL DEVIATIONS FROM ISM THERMAL PLANT CHARTS. ARCHITECT SHALL BE AWAARE OF DEVIATIONS.
2. 9" @ 12'-0" V-5821, V-5822, V-5823, AND V-5824 AT V-5816 HIGH AND V-5817 HIGH, PER DISTRIBUTION LOOPS.
3. FUTURE 9" BARRY PIPE BY OTHERS.
4. FUTURE 6" BARRY PIPE BY OTHERS.
5. FUTURE 6" BARRY PIPE BY OTHERS.
6. FUTURE 6" BARRY PIPE BY OTHERS.
7. FUTURE 6" BARRY PIPE BY OTHERS.
8. FUTURE 6" BARRY PIPE BY OTHERS.
9. FUTURE 6" BARRY PIPE BY OTHERS.
10. FUTURE 6" BARRY PIPE BY OTHERS.
11. FUTURE 6" BARRY PIPE BY OTHERS.
12. DRAWN PIPE BETWEEN V-5800 AND V-5801 SHALL BE CENTERED OVER V-5800 AND V-5801, IF DRAWN OVER CHAINAGE, DRAWN WILL BE CENTERED. DRAWN FOR MECHANICAL DETAIL ONLY. WORK FOR DRAWN WALL PEX PROTECTION DETAIL.